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• Brief introduction to SQuAT project

• Exploration of PCM architectures for quality attributes of 
performance and modifiability à tradeoffs

• PCM case-study

• Search (only) strategy

• Search + negotiation strategy
• Initial results & comparison of strategies

• Improvements & future work
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• Difficulties to manage and 
optimize all QAs in a 
satisfying way, i.e., make 
everybody happy

• Monolithic is unnatural

• Tradeoffs between different 
QA goals & negotiation 
among experts in the 
architecture design process
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The SQuAT Project
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changes, we 

must be 
prepared (less 

than 1 day-
effort)
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process 10 

million 
transactions 
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(GOALS)

INITIAL ARCHITECTURE (PCM)

ARCHITECT
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A distributed, multi-objective 
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• Implementation of Monotonic Concession Protocol
- Basic implementation (utility function, egocentric concession)
- Integration with heuristic search (for candidate architectures)

• Configuration of Dbots
- Modifiability: KAMP extension + definition of modifiability tactics
- Performance: PerOpteryx + identification of performance tactics

• Initial case-study: SimpleTactics+
- A trip management system modeled in Palladio
- Initial space of architectural candidates
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Focus on tooling, evaluation and negotiation
What´s new since 2016?
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Initial architecture and scenarios
SimpleTactics+
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the exploration of alternative solutions with a focus on the quality-
attribute tradeo�s of those alternatives. Inspired by previous devel-
opments [4, 8, 9], SQuAT proposes a framework (Fig. 1) that divides
the architectural knowledge into separate components, called dbots,
each one focused on optimizing a single quality attribute—provided
as a scenario [5]. Usually, a dbot represents the interests of a par-
ticular stakeholder regarding the architectural solution. Given an
initial architecture, each dbot searches di�erent solutions by apply-
ing architectural tactics [5] and proposes the best one according
to its own goals. The solutions from all dbots are then presented
to the architect, in order to assess the solution tradeo�s and make
informed decisions.

Despite the advantages of having a distributed search-based
schema, the solutions returned by the dbots can be limited with
respect to a global, user-centric analysis of solution tradeo�s. Each
dbot might internally compute and discard many solutions, even if
they can be relevant for the tradeo� analysis, or they could be com-
bined with solutions from other dbots and lead to more interesting
tradeo�s. The contribution of SQuAT is its focus on quality-attribute
tradeo�s and techniques for managing them. In particular, in this
paper we propose a distributed negotiation schema that comple-
ments the search by generating additional tradeo�s. Negotiation
permits to achieve consensus among proposals from di�erent dbots,
while keeping amodular knowledge-based approach. Based on early
results [20] with a version of the monotonic concession protocol
(MCP) [10], we integrated performance-versus-modi�ability nego-
tiation for PCM-based architectures within the SQuAT framework.
MCP was chosen because it naturally models the way humans (i.e.,
stakeholders) seem to negotiate about items.

As depicted in Fig. 1, SQuAT comprises the four phases—analysis,
search, recommendation, and negotiation, which implement the
previously described activities. In the domain of PCM, we discuss
an implementation of SQuAT that relies on two disparate analyzers
and solvers for performance and modi�ability. Our preliminary
results with an optimization prototype have shown that: i) the
framework is able to integrate third-party tools with low e�ort, ii)
it produces a varied range of tradeo�s among solutions, and iii)
negotiation helps to improve the search for tradeo�s useful to the
architect.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces a motivating example of a PCM architecture that needs to
be optimized. Along with this example, we brie�y discuss analysis
techniques for performance and modi�ability. Section 3 presents
the main concepts of SQuAT, with a focus on its search and negoti-
ation strategies. In Section 4, we run a number of experiments on a
PCM case study, in order to evaluate SQuAT for the exploration of
tradeo�s. Section 5 covers related work. Finally, Section 6 gives the
conclusions and outlines future work.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
To explain and exercise SQuAT, we use a system called Extended
Simple Tactics (ST+), which is derived from [14]. ST+ is a trip man-
agement system, in which users can search and book trips, with
di�erent payment options and reimbursement requests for can-
cellations. Figure 2 shows an overview of the PCM architecture
that includes: i) the component types and interfaces (repository),
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Figure 2: Illustration of the ST+ system’s PCMmodel (initial
architecture)

ii) the system assembly, and iii) the deployment of this assembly to
the infrastructure, comprising servers interconnected via network
links. ST+ also has performance-relevant models (known as service
e�ect speci�cations, or SEFFs) for the component implementations
in the repository. A usage model specifying an open workload with
a given arrival rate to the system-provided services is also provided
in ST+. For brevity, these two models are not shown in Figure 2.

In the repository (top level in Figure 2), ST+ contains nine com-
ponents and six interfaces. The BusinessTripMgmt component is
the system entry point for the users. BookingSystem is invoked for
handling a booking. PaymentSystem is called to process payments
or reimbursements. The component QuickBooking is an alterna-
tive for BookingSystem. ST+ saves information about trips (and
reimbursements) to TripDB, which can be replaced by the alterna-
tive components FastReadTripDB or FastWriteTripDB, for instance,
based on performance considerations. The database can export in-
formation about trips and payments as a PDF �le using the Exporter
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the exploration of alternative solutions with a focus on the quality-
attribute tradeo�s of those alternatives. Inspired by previous devel-
opments [4, 8, 9], SQuAT proposes a framework (Fig. 1) that divides
the architectural knowledge into separate components, called dbots,
each one focused on optimizing a single quality attribute—provided
as a scenario [5]. Usually, a dbot represents the interests of a par-
ticular stakeholder regarding the architectural solution. Given an
initial architecture, each dbot searches di�erent solutions by apply-
ing architectural tactics [5] and proposes the best one according
to its own goals. The solutions from all dbots are then presented
to the architect, in order to assess the solution tradeo�s and make
informed decisions.

Despite the advantages of having a distributed search-based
schema, the solutions returned by the dbots can be limited with
respect to a global, user-centric analysis of solution tradeo�s. Each
dbot might internally compute and discard many solutions, even if
they can be relevant for the tradeo� analysis, or they could be com-
bined with solutions from other dbots and lead to more interesting
tradeo�s. The contribution of SQuAT is its focus on quality-attribute
tradeo�s and techniques for managing them. In particular, in this
paper we propose a distributed negotiation schema that comple-
ments the search by generating additional tradeo�s. Negotiation
permits to achieve consensus among proposals from di�erent dbots,
while keeping amodular knowledge-based approach. Based on early
results [20] with a version of the monotonic concession protocol
(MCP) [10], we integrated performance-versus-modi�ability nego-
tiation for PCM-based architectures within the SQuAT framework.
MCP was chosen because it naturally models the way humans (i.e.,
stakeholders) seem to negotiate about items.

As depicted in Fig. 1, SQuAT comprises the four phases—analysis,
search, recommendation, and negotiation, which implement the
previously described activities. In the domain of PCM, we discuss
an implementation of SQuAT that relies on two disparate analyzers
and solvers for performance and modi�ability. Our preliminary
results with an optimization prototype have shown that: i) the
framework is able to integrate third-party tools with low e�ort, ii)
it produces a varied range of tradeo�s among solutions, and iii)
negotiation helps to improve the search for tradeo�s useful to the
architect.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces a motivating example of a PCM architecture that needs to
be optimized. Along with this example, we brie�y discuss analysis
techniques for performance and modi�ability. Section 3 presents
the main concepts of SQuAT, with a focus on its search and negoti-
ation strategies. In Section 4, we run a number of experiments on a
PCM case study, in order to evaluate SQuAT for the exploration of
tradeo�s. Section 5 covers related work. Finally, Section 6 gives the
conclusions and outlines future work.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
To explain and exercise SQuAT, we use a system called Extended
Simple Tactics (ST+), which is derived from [14]. ST+ is a trip man-
agement system, in which users can search and book trips, with
di�erent payment options and reimbursement requests for can-
cellations. Figure 2 shows an overview of the PCM architecture
that includes: i) the component types and interfaces (repository),
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Figure 2: Illustration of the ST+ system’s PCMmodel (initial
architecture)

ii) the system assembly, and iii) the deployment of this assembly to
the infrastructure, comprising servers interconnected via network
links. ST+ also has performance-relevant models (known as service
e�ect speci�cations, or SEFFs) for the component implementations
in the repository. A usage model specifying an open workload with
a given arrival rate to the system-provided services is also provided
in ST+. For brevity, these two models are not shown in Figure 2.

In the repository (top level in Figure 2), ST+ contains nine com-
ponents and six interfaces. The BusinessTripMgmt component is
the system entry point for the users. BookingSystem is invoked for
handling a booking. PaymentSystem is called to process payments
or reimbursements. The component QuickBooking is an alterna-
tive for BookingSystem. ST+ saves information about trips (and
reimbursements) to TripDB, which can be replaced by the alterna-
tive components FastReadTripDB or FastWriteTripDB, for instance,
based on performance considerations. The database can export in-
formation about trips and payments as a PDF �le using the Exporter

Parts/Scenario M1 M2 P1 P2

Stimulus Add new payment 
option

Add a security
token to DB 
transactions

Usage increase 
(+10% users)

Crash or fault in 
one instance of DB 
cluster

Measure Complexity <120 Complexity
<300 

Response time 
<30 ms

Response time 
<40 ms

M1: Complexity: 163
P1: Response time: 60 ms
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Modifiability and performance tactics applied
SimpleTactics+
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M1: Complexity: 163
P1: Response time: 60 ms

Initial Architecture

Distributed�ality-A�ribute Optimization
of So�ware Architectures SBCARS, September 2017, Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil

component. In addition, since logos must be added to a PDF �le,
AlternativeExporter stores them in a compressed version.

In the initial architecture, a subset of components from the repos-
itory model is instantiated and assembled, namely: BusinessTrip-
Mgmt, BookingSystem, Payment System, Exporter, and TripDB (mid-
dle level in Figure 2). The deployment infrastructure (bottom level in
Figure 2) comprises three servers (referred to as S�����1, S�����2,
and S�����3) and a DB C������ with two nodes, which are con-
nected via a LAN. The initial allocation of components to servers
is depicted with black arrows.

In the example, we assume that the (initial) ST+ architecture has
to ful�ll quality-attribute requirements for performance and modi�-
ability, as required by the system stakeholders. These requirements
are captured by means of scenarios [5]. Each scenario speci�es a
response measure (e.g., change e�ort for modi�ability or response
time for performance) that must be met by the ST+ solution. Let us
consider two scenarios for ST+: M1 (targeted to modi�ability) and
P1 (targeted to performance).

• M1 captures the addition of a new payment option to the
system and speci�es a maximum number of a�ected compo-
nents.

• P1 describes the event of an increasing system workload that
requires the response time to stay below a given threshold.

These scenarios are further detailed in Section 3.

Let us assume that the initial ST+ architecture does not satisfy
both scenarios. Thus, the architect would like to explore (with
assistance from tool support) alternative solutions that improve
the scenarios. One way of generating candidate architectures is by
means of design transformations, also known as tactics [4, 5], on
ST+. In this case, we are interested in transformations targeting
modi�ability and performance goals. To improve modi�ability, an
architect has several options at her disposal. For instance, she can
i) divide a component dealing with multiple responsibilities into
two or more sub-components, ii) reduce the coupling between two
components by placing an intermediary or wrapper component, or
iii) remove responsibilities from non-cohesive components, among
other tactics. An example of the wrapper tactic applied on ST+ is
shown in Figure 3 (top). A wrapper component and an interface
(ITripDBWrapper and TripDBWrapper, colored in gray) are created
in order to avoid rippling e�ects after changing ITripDB operations.
This tactic might cause a performance drop, since there is another
component deployed to the servers, and the communication of
components to the DB becomes indirect (through the wrapper).

From a performance perspective, possible tactics for the architect
can be: i) select particular component alternatives, ii) allocate com-
ponents to di�erent servers, among other tactics. Figure 3 (bottom)
shows the application of the replacement of the Exporter compo-
nent by the more e�cient AlternativeExporter component, which
makes sure that the additional load (P1) can be handled. The appli-
cation of this performance tactic causes an impact on modi�ability,
e.g., due to additional maintenance e�orts.

3 SQUAT OVERVIEW
In this work, we present SQuAT, a framework for architecture de-
sign assistance that relies on design agents, called dbots, and focuses
on quality-attribute tradeo�s. A key principle is that di�erent types
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Figure 3: Modi�ability and performance tactics applied to
ST+ (cf. Figure 2)

of dbots have competencies (i.e., knowledge) in di�erent quality
attributes scenarios. This principle captures the usual division of
expertise of software architects, and also the competing interests
of di�erent system stakeholders. To assist the user (architect), the
dbots participate in four di�erent phases, as shown in Figure 1.
Phase 1 is the analysis of the architecture, in which each dbot per-
forms an evaluation to determine whether its scenarios are met
with the current architecture. In phase 2, in case some scenarios
are unsatis�ed, the dbots apply a search strategy that looks for can-
didate architectures by applying transformations (tactics) on the
current architecture. Phase 3 is about recommendation, i.e., the (lo-
cal) optimal architectures computed by the dbots are put together
and presented to the user for a (global) assessment of tradeo�s.
Here, the user can pick any of the proposals as the “new” archi-
tecture, and the cycle goes back to phase 1. This exploration of
architectural alternatives continues until the user is satis�ed with
certain architectural solutions.

The table in phase 3 (Recommendation) of Figure 1 refers to
di�erent candidates and their tradeo�s, as generated by the dbots
(from the initial architecture). The �rst column lists the scenarios
being pursued by the dbots. The next column is the evaluation of the

Candidate B
M1: Complexity: 123 ⇲
P1: Response time: 8.3 ms ⇲

Distributed�ality-A�ribute Optimization
of So�ware Architectures SBCARS, September 2017, Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil

component. In addition, since logos must be added to a PDF �le,
AlternativeExporter stores them in a compressed version.

In the initial architecture, a subset of components from the repos-
itory model is instantiated and assembled, namely: BusinessTrip-
Mgmt, BookingSystem, Payment System, Exporter, and TripDB (mid-
dle level in Figure 2). The deployment infrastructure (bottom level in
Figure 2) comprises three servers (referred to as S�����1, S�����2,
and S�����3) and a DB C������ with two nodes, which are con-
nected via a LAN. The initial allocation of components to servers
is depicted with black arrows.

In the example, we assume that the (initial) ST+ architecture has
to ful�ll quality-attribute requirements for performance and modi�-
ability, as required by the system stakeholders. These requirements
are captured by means of scenarios [5]. Each scenario speci�es a
response measure (e.g., change e�ort for modi�ability or response
time for performance) that must be met by the ST+ solution. Let us
consider two scenarios for ST+: M1 (targeted to modi�ability) and
P1 (targeted to performance).

• M1 captures the addition of a new payment option to the
system and speci�es a maximum number of a�ected compo-
nents.

• P1 describes the event of an increasing system workload that
requires the response time to stay below a given threshold.

These scenarios are further detailed in Section 3.

Let us assume that the initial ST+ architecture does not satisfy
both scenarios. Thus, the architect would like to explore (with
assistance from tool support) alternative solutions that improve
the scenarios. One way of generating candidate architectures is by
means of design transformations, also known as tactics [4, 5], on
ST+. In this case, we are interested in transformations targeting
modi�ability and performance goals. To improve modi�ability, an
architect has several options at her disposal. For instance, she can
i) divide a component dealing with multiple responsibilities into
two or more sub-components, ii) reduce the coupling between two
components by placing an intermediary or wrapper component, or
iii) remove responsibilities from non-cohesive components, among
other tactics. An example of the wrapper tactic applied on ST+ is
shown in Figure 3 (top). A wrapper component and an interface
(ITripDBWrapper and TripDBWrapper, colored in gray) are created
in order to avoid rippling e�ects after changing ITripDB operations.
This tactic might cause a performance drop, since there is another
component deployed to the servers, and the communication of
components to the DB becomes indirect (through the wrapper).

From a performance perspective, possible tactics for the architect
can be: i) select particular component alternatives, ii) allocate com-
ponents to di�erent servers, among other tactics. Figure 3 (bottom)
shows the application of the replacement of the Exporter compo-
nent by the more e�cient AlternativeExporter component, which
makes sure that the additional load (P1) can be handled. The appli-
cation of this performance tactic causes an impact on modi�ability,
e.g., due to additional maintenance e�orts.

3 SQUAT OVERVIEW
In this work, we present SQuAT, a framework for architecture de-
sign assistance that relies on design agents, called dbots, and focuses
on quality-attribute tradeo�s. A key principle is that di�erent types
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Figure 3: Modi�ability and performance tactics applied to
ST+ (cf. Figure 2)

of dbots have competencies (i.e., knowledge) in di�erent quality
attributes scenarios. This principle captures the usual division of
expertise of software architects, and also the competing interests
of di�erent system stakeholders. To assist the user (architect), the
dbots participate in four di�erent phases, as shown in Figure 1.
Phase 1 is the analysis of the architecture, in which each dbot per-
forms an evaluation to determine whether its scenarios are met
with the current architecture. In phase 2, in case some scenarios
are unsatis�ed, the dbots apply a search strategy that looks for can-
didate architectures by applying transformations (tactics) on the
current architecture. Phase 3 is about recommendation, i.e., the (lo-
cal) optimal architectures computed by the dbots are put together
and presented to the user for a (global) assessment of tradeo�s.
Here, the user can pick any of the proposals as the “new” archi-
tecture, and the cycle goes back to phase 1. This exploration of
architectural alternatives continues until the user is satis�ed with
certain architectural solutions.

The table in phase 3 (Recommendation) of Figure 1 refers to
di�erent candidates and their tradeo�s, as generated by the dbots
(from the initial architecture). The �rst column lists the scenarios
being pursued by the dbots. The next column is the evaluation of the

Candidate A

M1: Complexity: 110.5 ⇲
P1: Response time: 119.6 ms ⇱
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Table 2: Considered tactics and PCMmodels changed by the tactics

Tactic A�ected PCM Models
Repository Assembly Infrastructure Allocation Usage

Modi�ability
Split component:
Divide interface and component, e.g., in case of low cohesion.

Y Y N Y (Y)

Add wrapper/intermediary:
Wrap a component by a façade, e.g., to add functionality.

Y Y N Y (Y)

Performance
Component selection:
Selection of alternative components that provide and require the same interface(s).

Y Y N N N

Component re-deployment:
Re-deploy in case load is not evenly distributed or many remote calls are detected.

N N N Y N

Resource scaling:
Change processing rate in case high resource utilization is detected.

N N Y N N

Moving distributed components:
Move components to a single server in case many remote calls are detected

N N N Y N

Change passive resources:
Capacity of passive resources are changed.

Y N N N N

Selection, mutation, crossover:
Default genetic operations based on automatically determined degrees of freedom.

(Y) (Y) (Y) (Y) N

changes actually hurt modi�ability. For example, alternatives “p1”
and “p2” help to move the response times below the scenario thresh-
olds, but they also lead to not satisfying M1 because the addition
of faster components to the architecture increases its complexity.
Similarly, while alternatives “m1” and “m2” have positive e�ects
on the satisfaction of M1 and M2 (which were already satis�ed),
they do not help for ful�lling P1 and/or P2. More interestingly, the
optimization of one particular performance scenario does not mean
that the other performance scenario gets improved. In fact, “p1” is
a fast architecture for P1 but it achieves a poor response time with
respect to P2.

With the negotiation strategy, the dbots start to make conces-
sions looking for an agreement that mostly satis�es all the scenarios.
The utility function is pivotal here, because it promotes alterna-
tives being close to the scenario thresholds. In the charts, “a1” to
“a10” stand for alternatives that were accepted by the four dbots
after several negotation rounds. Note that architecture candidate
“a1", which is the �rst agreement obtained, is at the crossing of the
thresholds of M1 and P1, M1 and P2, M2 and P1, and M2 and P2.
This is a direct outcome of the utility function, because the candi-
date satis�es all the scenarios by a small margin, ensuring that the
architecture is not over-optimized. This agreement achieved utility
scores of 0.99, 0.97, 0.95, 0.75 for M1, M2, P1 and P2. The low score
for P2 is attributed to the performance boost of "a1", which appears
in the chart as a small distance from the threshold that is penalized
by the function.

In terms of optimization, candidate “a1" is initially improved for
performance by dbot P2, making changes to the repository, system
assembly, allocation, and resource environment models. First, the
components QuickBooking and AlternativeExporter are added to
the repository. Then, runtime elements in the system assembly
model are modi�ed to employ those alternatives in runtime. In
the allocation model, assembly contexts for BusinessTripMgmt and
AlternativeExporter are moved from S�����1 to S�����2 and DB

C������, respectively. At last, the deployment model is tuned to
cope with scenario P2, by modifying the processing rates of the
nodes. Basically, the HDD processing rate of S����� 1 is reduced
due to the migration of AlternativeExporter to another server, and
the CPU processing rates of each of the two nodes in DB C����
��� are increased from 6 to ⇡ 11, to tolerate failures such as the
unavailability of one DB node and support the newly-allocated
component. Regarding modi�ability, dbot M1 splits component
Payment System into two subcomponents (one for interface IEx-
ternalPayment and another for IEmployeePayment) and wraps the
interface IExternalPayment, reducing the ripple e�ects of changes.

In case “a1” is not an appealing candidate to the architect, she
can resume the negotiation in order to further explore more agree-
ments (up the point that the negotiation ends with a con�ict). These
additional agreements are marked by the remaining blue labels in
the charts. An interesting alternative is “a5”, which is the result
of several optimizations. Di�erently to “a1”, in “a5” the wrapped
component is ITripDB. In the system model, Booking, TripDB and
Exporter components are substituted for QuickBooking, FastRead-
TripDB and AlternativeExporter, respectively. Another interesting
fact is that TripDB-Wrapper, initially allocated to DB C������ for
simplicity, is re-allocated to S�����1 to reduce the processing load
of the DB nodes (at the expense of increasing the response time).
These two optimizations are what an architect would do to sat-
isfy M2 and P2 at the same time. We observed that the evolution
of the utilities across the negotiated solutions remained the same
(i.e., with response values close to the thresholds), but di�erent
agreements can lead to better architectural designs.

Although this is a proof-of-concept, the overall results of the
charts showed that managing tradeo�s with distributed dbots, in
charge of the optimization of modi�ability or performance sce-
narios, led to interesting architectural solutions for the architect.
Moreover, the utility function of the negotation strategy allowed us
to avoid optimizations being “too-good” but biased by the criterion
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• There are interdependencies among tactics (and PCM models)



• At configuration time
- Provide initial architecture
- Define scenarios and map them to architecture
- Configure dbots with tactics (default)
- Configure utility function & concession strategy (default)
- Set k levels of search (default = 2)

• At runtime
- Run the search & negotiation algorithm
- Inspect candidate solutions returned by SQuAT
- Pick a given candidate as the initial architecture, and run 

algorithm again
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ARCHITECT

Mixed-initiative schema for SQuAT
The role of the Human Architect
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Looking for “interesting” tradeoffs rather than exhaustive search
Improving Search with Negotiation
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Current 
Architecture

Solution
A DBot1

Solution
B DBot1

Solution
F DBot2

Solution 
G DBot2

Solution 
D DBot2

Solution
C DBot2

Solution
H DBot1

Solution 
J DBot3

Solution 
I DBot3

Solution
E DBot3

. . . . . .

. . .

• How to provide 
alternative tradeoffs 
based on Dbots’ 
preferences over the 
candidate solutions?

1. HEURISTIC SEARCH, using tactics as 
operators (k levels of depth in design tree)

Solution A
Solution B
Solution H
…

Solution C
Solution D
Solution F
Solution G
…

Solution E
Solution I
Solution J
…

2. NEGOTIATION
based on MCP



• Originally proposed by Endriss for agents (2006)
- Previous work on group recommendation for movies
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Try to mimic how humans negotiate about items
The Monotonic Concession Protocol
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Architectures are 
more complex 

items than movies

2. Each agent makes an initial 
proposal (architectural solution) 

3. Check for agreement of all 
agents 

Agreement 
criterion (A) 

1. Each agent searchs for architectural 
solutions in multiple levels 

4. Determine agent(s) that must 
concede 

5. An agent makes a concession 
(ie. Proposes a different 
architectural solution) 

Concession decision rule (B) 
(Zeuthen, product-increasing, etc.) 

Concession strategy (C) 
(Egocentric) End with conflict 

End with agreement 
(arqneg  with a  

different tradeoff) 

Start with 
arqini 

conflict 
deal 

some agent can concede 
no agent can concede 

Negotiation process 
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With SimpleTactics+
Evaluation – Experiment #1
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• Goals
- Investigate tradeoff solutions in Pareto space
- Analyze whether negotiation strategy leads to better candidates

• Setup
- 1 application 

with 4 scenarios
- 1 dbot per scenario
- K = 2 search levels

(33 + 520 candidates)

SBCARS, September 2017, Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil A. Rago et al.

the models and data used for the evaluation are provided online2.
The remainder of this section covers the research methodology
(Section 4.1), describes the scenarios and dbots under consideration
(Section 4.2), and presents the main results and lessons learned
(Section 4.3 and Section 4.4).

4.1 Methodology
The experimental procedure consisted of comparing the individual
solutions of the dbots (using solely search) against the negotiated
solutions (using search in tandem with negotiation). We con�gured
one dbot per scenario (see Section 4.2). Along this line, we �rst ran
the individual analysis (one per dbot) and plotted the local optima
returned by the dbots. This search was con�gured with two levels
of search, meaning that each dbot initially explored candidates for
the initial ST+ architecture using only its tactics, then exchanged
its candidates with those from the other dbots, and subsequently
each dbot applied its tactics to those candidates (from other dbots).
The �rst-level search produced 33 candidate solutions, while the
second-level search produced 520 candidate solutions. This number
of solutions is big enough to make the negotiation feasible. Second,
we ran the negotiation strategy taking as inputs the k solutions
generated at each dbot and plotted the results.

For the negotiation, we de�ned a utility function that takes into
account the expected response (i.e., threshold) of the scenario i
(ERi ) and the scenario response for the alternative under analysis
(SRi ). Our choice was a variant of the Boulware function [11], and
we de�nedUi (aj ) as follows:

(1) if SRi (aj ) <= ERi thenUi (aj ) = 2 � ERi
SRi (aj ) ;

(2) if SRi (aj ) > ERi thenUi (aj ) = 2 � 1.10 ⇤ SRi (aj )
ERi .

WhenUi (aj ) > 1 orUi (aj ) < 0 the utility value will be 0. Thus, our
utility function gives the maximum value to alternatives in which
SRi = ERi and penalizes alternatives in which SR is far from ER.
For example, if ER=100 and SR=98, then the utility is 0.98; however,
if ER=102 the the utility becomes 0.878. Note that while both SRs
are at the same distance from ER, the utility of the �rst SR (which
satis�es the scenario) is higher than the other SR.

4.2 Scenarios and Dbots
The ST+ system was the initial architecture (Section 2). In total, we
considered four scenarios, namely: two for modi�ability (M1 and
M2), and two for performance (P1 and P2), as presented in Table 1.
The tactics for performance and modi�ability con�gured in the
respective dbots are listed in Table 2. Most of these transforma-
tions were described in [9], and in this work we adapted them to
the PCM views. In function of the target quality attributes, our
approach requires the selection of the analysis techniques to be
implemented by the dbots as well as the con�guration of prede�ned
utility functions.

4.2.1 Modifiability. To assess modi�ability, we relied on
KAMP [22], which is a change impact analyzer for PCM. The an-
alyzer takes a PCM repository model and returns all the compo-
nents a�ected by a given change, either directly or by following
its (rippling) e�ects to other components. In our case, a change
2https://github.com/SQuAT-Team/paper-supplementary/

corresponds to a modi�ability scenario. As input, the architect has
to provide a list of components (from ST+) being created, deleted,
or modi�ed in order to ful�ll a new system feature. We extended
KAMP to account for the complexity of components impacted by a
change by adapting the cyclomatic complexity measure (of source
code) [19] to work with SEFFs in PCM. Thus, each modi�ability
dbot can be con�gured to analyze a scenario by either computing
the number of a�ected components or the component complexity.
Regarding the optimization of repository models for modi�ability,
we could not �nd an existing solver for the task. Thus, we im-
plemented PCM transformations using Henshin3 as modi�ability
tactics for the dbots. The tactics and the a�ected parts of a PCM
model are listed in Table 2. The optimizer basically enacts these
tactics via a search that tries all the possible instances of tactics on
the architecture (cf. Section 3.2).

4.2.2 Performance. To assess and optimize for performance on
PCMwe relied on a combination of two approaches. First, for analyz-
ing single PCM instances, we employed an existing model-to-model
transformation resulting in a corresponding LQN model [16]. The
LQN model is solved using the established LQNS tool [13] that
produces predictions on performance measures such as response
times and resource utilization. Second, we used PerOpteryx [14]
to search for alternative candidates. Both parts were integrated
in a performance dbot to be used in our SQuAT implementation.
More technical details of the performance bot can be found in [12].
For the optimization, PerOpteryx employs a genetic algorithm to
generate a set of alternative PCM instances based on an input PCM
instance. In addition to the standard operations (selection, mutation,
crossover), PerOpteryx includes performance-speci�c tactics to ac-
celerate the search based on domain knowledge. The con�gured
performance tactics are listed in Table 2.

4.3 Results
Figure 5 displays four charts with all the architecture candidates
generated by the dbots. Each chart plots a pair of performance and
modi�ability scenarios. The X-axis represents the complexity of a
candidate architecture (using our custom PCM measure displayed
on a linear scale), while the Y-axis represents the response time
(measured in ms and displayed on a logarithmic scale). The horizon-
tal and vertical dashed lines are the thresholds of the performance
and modi�ability scenarios, respectively. Thus, within the shaded
region both dbots satisfy their respective scenarios. The initial ar-
chitecture for ST+ is drawn with a red point and labeled as “init”.
The green points (+) are candidates generated during the �rst-level
search, while the blue points (⇥) are candidates generated during
the second-level search. Since ST+ is a rather simple architecture
and only contains a handful of components, both M1 and M2 dbots
are satis�ed from the start. However, the architectures do not satisfy
dbots P1 and P2.

If each dbot would try to optimize the architecture in a sel�sh
way, they could improve the initial results. For instance, the rounded
boxes “m1”, “m2”, “p1” and “p2” are the best solutions for the sce-
narios (local optima), which were generated after applying tactics
to the initial architecture. Unfortunately, performance-oriented

3https://www.eclipse.org/henshin/

ER = 120

Boulware
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Figure 5: Solution space and trade-o�s between QA scenarios

(i.e., scenario) of a given dbot, making it possible to quickly �nd
solutions that can ful�ll many scenarios simultaneously.

4.4 Lessons Learned
Applying SQuAT to PCM models revealed several insights about
distributed architecture optimization. First, making transformations
to �ne-grained models such as PCMs is not straightforward. Using
Henshin was not always su�cient to codify modi�ability tactics,
and some PerOpteryx assumptions (e.g., no changes in the repos-
itory model) somehow constrained our tradeo� analysis. Second,
there were di�erences between our two quality attributes and their
supporting tools. The modi�ability analysis and transformations in-
volved high-level changes (e.g., components and interfaces), while
the performance counterparts consisted of lower-level changes (e.g.,

interchanging components in the systemmodel, or allocating assem-
blies to other resources). Third, the tool maturity is uneven for the
two attributes. In the performance dbots, we had well-established
and tested technologies for simulating and optimizing system per-
formance and reliability. Regarding modi�ability dbots, a perceived
drawback is that the change e�ort computed by KAMP is still very
basic. For this reason, a cyclomatic complexity metric adapted to
repository components was developed. However, a careful evalu-
ation of such a metric is necessary to assess the results. Another
modi�ability-related problem was the current optimizer, which led
to vertical blocks of discrete solutions in the charts. We conjecture
that using genetic algorithms, like in PerOpteryx, can alleviate this
issue.

Only P1 versus M1
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All pairs of scenarios for Modifiability against Performance
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With CTAS (non-PCM architecture)
Evaluation – Experiment #2
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• Using Dbots for modifiability and performance
- Change Impact analysis & Rate Monotonic analysis
- Assignment of priorities to scenarios

- Low-priority Dbots should concede more than high-priority Dbots
- Priority is part of the utility function

• Goals
- Compare results of 3 strategies:

a) pure search (selfish)
b) Negotiation #1: search and then negotiation (sequential)
c) Negotiation #2: search interleaved with negotiation

• Setup
- 1 application with 8 scenarios
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Negotiated versus “selfish” solutions
Evaluation – Experiment #2
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• ER is a harder 
constraint 
than CR

• Some 
scenarios 
might still be 
difficult to 
satisfy

• More 
”balanced” (or 
equalized) 
improvements 
with 
negotiation-100.00
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Lessons Learned
• More balanced improvements (i.e., group utility) with negotiation 

strategies than with pure search
- Strategy #2 (interleaved) performed better than strategy #1 (sequential), 

but with fewer dbots (e.g., only high-priority one) in the negotiation
- Some scenarios (e.g., performance) might still be difficult to satisfy, due to 

inherent architecture characteristics
• Computation time was often reduced

- But assuming agreements in a few rounds of negotiation

• Limitations
- All dbots used the same priority function and concession type
- Quality-attribute analyzers (and their results) as well as tactics are 

representative of the domain, but still need to be calibrated
- Utility function needs to be validated against architects’ preferences 



• Initial modular design of SQuAT is 
not enough (still monolithic)

• Prototype
- Container-based technology stack
- PCM to JSON
- REST interfaces
- Stateless Dbots
- Asynchronous negotiator

• Minimize overhead
- Network communication
- Object conversion
- Complexity of setup
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Aim at scalability and faster optimization
Microservices Architecture for SQuAT
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Infrastructure

Operating System

Phusion Phusion Phusion

Java 8 Java 8 Java 8

Performance 
Dbot negotiator Modifiability 

DBot

Docker Engine



• Larger case studies
- CoCoME system
- Expose more modifiability and performance tradeoffs

• More sophisticated change-impact analysis (CIA)

• Apply different negotiation variants in PCM
- Other types of concession

• Additional quality attributes (reliability, security)

• A more abstract architectural glue model, less 
dependent on PCM

• Comparison with microservices approach
(and also against centralized optimization)
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Improvements & experimentation
Future Work
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